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A young couple battles forces determined to keep them apart in this high fantasy series by “one of the leadingA young couple battles forces determined to keep them apart in this high fantasy series by “one of the leading

masters of epic fantasy” (masters of epic fantasy” (Publishers WeeklyPublishers Weekly))..
 

These four fantasy novels of love and adventure follow the exploits of childhood friends Inos and Rap as their

feelings are tested by the direst of circumstances. But while abduction, magic, and imprisonment conspire to

separate them, the two remain steadfast in their determination to be together.

 

Magic Casement: Inos enjoys an idyllic childhood with her friend Rap, but friendship between a princess and a stable

boy can never be simple. Soon, they are thrust into adulthood and a magical world full of infinite surprises.

 

Faery Lands Forlorn: When Inos is abducted through the magic casement and Rap tries to follow her, they arrive in

two very strange new lands. With Rap in Faerie and Inos in Zark, they are at opposite ends of the world, but that

doesn’t stop the young stable boy from heading to Zark to rescue his princess. And Inos is equally determined to head

home to Krasnegar to claim her kingdom.

 

Perilous Seas: Hunted by the fearsome warlock wardens who rule the world, Inos is convinced that Rap has died.

Little does she know, he is alive and, with the aid of his magic wand, trying to bring happiness to his beloved queen.

But when the evil Nordland raider, Kalkor, arrives in port, Rap’s plans begin to fall apart.

 

Emperor and Clown: With Inos married to the wrong man and Rap dying in a dungeon, their cause seems hopeless.
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Only Aunt Kade refuses to admit defeat. Taking events into her own hands, she knows exactly the five men she can

coerce into helping her . . .
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